Abstract. We prove the existence of a (spectrally) stable self-similar blow-up solution f 0 to the heat flow for corotational harmonic maps from R 3 to the three-sphere. In particular, our result verifies the spectral gap conjecture stated by one of the authors and lays the groundwork for the proof of the nonlinear stability of f 0 . At the heart of our analysis lies a new existence result of a monotone self-similar solution f 0 . Although solutions of this kind have already been constructed before, our approach reveals substantial quantitative properties of f 0 , leading to the stability result. A key ingredient is the use of interval arithmetic: a rigorous computer-assisted method for estimating functions.
Introduction
Let (M, g) and (N, h) be two Riemannian manifolds with metrics g and h, respectively. Harmonic maps F : M → N are defined as critical points of the functional
which is a generalization of the classical Dirichlet energy. Harmonic maps have a number of applications in physics, e.g. in the description of ferromagnetism. Given two manifolds M and N, a natural mathematical problem is to construct or, ideally, characterize harmonic maps from M to N. A classical device for that purpose is the associated harmonic map heat flow which may be used to deform an arbitrary map to a harmonic one [11] . This works well under certain assumptions on the curvature but in general fails due to the onset of singularities in finite time. The goal is then to develop a sufficiently good understanding of singularity formation in order to continue the flow beyond the singularity in a suitable manner. To this end it is necessary to understand the generic blowup behavior of the flow. In many cases it is possible to demonstrate finite-time blowup by constructing explicit solutions. However, the relevance of these particular examples with respect to generic behavior is strongly dependent on their stability. The aim of this paper is to study stable singularities of the harmonic map heat flow in the case M = N = S 3 . As a matter of fact, the curvature of the base manifold M is irrelevant for the asymptotic behavior near a singularity and thus, for simplicity, we may equally well set M = R 3 . Furthermore, we restrict ourselves to corotational maps F : R 3 → S 3 which are of the form F (r, θ, ϕ) = (u(r), θ, ϕ), where (r, θ, ϕ)
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1 are the standard spherical coordinates on R 3 , and we use hyperspherical coordinates on S 3 . The heat flow for such maps is then described by the parabolic Cauchy problem ∂ t u(r, t) = ∂ 2 r u(r, t) + 2 r ∂ r u(r, t) − sin(2u(r,t)) r 2 , u(r, 0) = rv 0 (r), v 0 ∞ < ∞, (1.1) where now u : [0, ∞) × [0, ∞) → R is time-dependent. An analogous symmetry reduction is possible for maps F : R d → S d . As in [18, 1, 22, 7, 19] , we focus on the blow-up scenario, where a solution u(r, t), starting from smooth initial data, develops a rapidly increasing gradient at r = 0, lim t→T − ∂ r u(0, t) = ∞.
Here, T > 0 is the blow-up time. One finds that in dimensions d = 3, 4, 5, 6 the gradient increases according to the parabolic scaling symmetry of the equation (r → λr and T − t → λ 2 (T − t)), so that ∂ r u(0, t) ∝ (T − t)
. This is referred to as self-similar blow-up and has been studied numerically [3] and rigorously [13, 12] . In higher dimensions d > 7, the blow-up takes a more complicated form as described in [2, 5, 6] .
The harmonic map heat flow bares a striking similarity to other parabolic equations, also displaying a blow-up scenario, such as Yang-Mills flow and semilinear heat equation. In fact, one of the authors and Schörkhuber have recently proved the nonlinear stability of a self-similar solution for the Yang-Mills flow [10] . The proof in [10] relies on a closed-form expression for the self-similar profile to solve the spectral stability problem. Such a closedform expression is unavailable for the harmonic map flow but in this paper we show how to circumvent this issue. Similar approaches were used in [9, 8] , which inspired this paper.
As already noted, the Cauchy problem (1.1) has long been known [12, 13] to possess self-similar solutions of the form u(r, t) = f r √ T − t , where f solves the boundary value problem
In [12] , it is proved that there exists a countable family of solutions, denoted by {f n } n=0,1,... , indexed by their number of intersections with π/2. Each solution f n is shown to have n − 1 extrema and n intersections with π/2. In [13] , one finds a related existence result: it is proved that there exists a monotone solution to (1.2), which crosses π/2 exactly once. In addition to the rigorous results, a family of self-similar solutions, with the same qualitative properties as the ones from [12] , was found numerically in [3] . On top of the existing results, our paper adds yet another proof of existence of a monotone self-similar solution.
with coefficients (f 0 ) n given in Table B .1 and T n being the standard Chebyshev polynomials. There exists a monotone solution
where the norm · is given by
Remark 1.2. Interestingly, there is still no uniqueness result for self-similar solutions: we do not know if the family of solutions found in [12] is exhaustive. Even worse, strictly speaking we do not know if the solutions f 0 found in this and other papers [13, 12] are the same (which, however, is very reasonable to assume). Hopefully, a result similar to [17] can be established in the future. From now on, to avoid confusion, whenever we refer to f 0 we mean the solution from Theorem 1.1.
In addition to the existence result we have the following technical proposition to describe some qualitative properties of f 0 needed in the proof of nonlinear stability in [4] .
2) has vanishing even derivatives at y = 0, that is,
and for each k ∈ N there exists a constant C k > 0 such that
Although Theorem 1.1 seems superfluous at first glance (we already mentioned two other proofs finding similar solutions), our approach represents a significant advantage over the previous ones: the explicit form of f 0 allows us to rigorously show that our solution is spectrally stable (modulo a gauge mode), see Theorem 1.6 below for the precise meaning of this. Indeed, the linear stability of a monotone solution was conjectured in [3] , where it is claimed that a (self-adjoint) linear operator associated to it has no unstable eigenvalues (i.e. eigenvalues in the interval (−∞, 0]), apart from a gauge eigenvalue λ = −1 2 . The latter refers to an eigenvalue that is related to the time translation symmetry of Eq. (1.1) and which does not constitute a "real" instability. The claim of linear stability in [3] was supported by a simple Sturm oscillation argument, which excludes eigenvalues λ ∈ (−∞, −1), along with a numerical test to exclude λ ∈ (−1, 0]. The Sturm oscillation argument can be made rigorous very easily (and in fact we use it here), but the rigorous exclusion of eigenvalues in the interval (−1, 0] seems impossible without additional quantitative information on the profile of the self-similar solution. Our main motivation for establishing Theorem 1.1 in its particular form is to provide this missing quantitative information.
To analyze the stability of a self-similar solution f 0 , let us consider equation (1.1) in self-similar variables
(1.4)
Evidently, f 0 , being a solution to (1.2), automatically leads to a stationary solution f (y, s) = f 0 (y) to (1.4) and thus a solution global in time s = − log(T − t). Let us set f (y, s) = f 0 (y) + e −λs w(y) and linearize in w, to get the spectral problem (λ − A 0 )w = 0 for the operator
(1.5)
Consider A 0 as an operator on the weighted L 2 -space
In this setting, A 0 is densely defined and symmetric. It is not hard to see that the possible endpoint behavior of solutions to A 0 w = 0 at 0 is w(y) ∝ y and w(y) ∝ y −2 . Consequently, only the recessive solution belongs to H and thus, by the Weyl alternative, A 0 is in the limit-point case at 0. Similarly, close to ∞ we have the two behaviors w(y) ∝ 1 and w(y) ∝ y −1 e y 2 4 implying that A 0 is limit-point at infinity, too. By Theorem X.7 from [20] , we conclude that A 0 is essentially self-adjoint (the theorem in [20] applies to operators of the from − d 2 dx 2 + V (x) but it is easy enough to reduce A 0 to that form by changing variables to v(y) = ρ(y) 1 2 w(y)). Furthermore, from the endpoint behavior it follows that the closure of A 0 has compact resolvent. In summary, we arrive at the following basic result on the spectral theory of A 0 . Proposition 1.4. The operator A 0 is essentially self-adjoint and the spectrum of its closure consists of a countable number of real, simple eigenvalues. Definition 1.5. From now on we will denote by A 0 the unique self-adjoint extension on L 2 ρ (0, ∞) of the formal differential operator defined in (1.5) . From the perturbation ansatz f (y, s) = f 0 (y) + e −λs w(y) it is evident that negative eigenvalues of A 0 lead to linear instabilities of f 0 . As a matter of fact, there exists the negative eigenvalue −1 but this is a gauge eigenvalue, i.e., it is related to the freedom of choosing the parameter T in the definition of the self-similar variables and therefore it is not related to an instability of f 0 . Consequently, to prove linear stability of f 0 it is necessary to rule out the existence of negative eigenvalues of A 0 other than −1. As already mentioned, the most difficult part is to prove the absence of eigenvalues in (−1, 0] since this hinges on the particular shape of the potential V 0 . Thus, a rigorous proof of this spectral gap property requires quantitative information on f 0 . Our estimates (1.3) on f 0 lead to very precise bounds on V 0 and in turn allow us to prove the following stability result. This result is an indispensable ingredient in the proof of the nonlinear asymptotic stability of f 0 in the companion paper [4] . Furthermore, the strict bounds on f 0 could potentially lead to a rigorous treatment of continuation beyond the blow-up, along the lines of the following informal reasoning. In [3] it is conjectured that one can construct a unique continuation for a solution
past the blow-up time by defining
In the above definition, g 0 is a profile of an expanding self-similar solution satisfying
Note that in the above boundary value problem the expanding profile g can freely select the boundary condition at y = 0, which means that u 0 (0, t) may jump from 0 to π. In effect, the underlying map F : R 3 → S 3 would change its homotopy class in consequence of the blow-up. One of the main motivations for studying the blow-up patterns is to determine whether such a jump occurs.
The formal construction in [3] requires that g 0 satisfies the following matching condition
That is, the asymptotics of g 0 and f 0 have to coincide at infinity. In this sense, the question of unique continuation past the blow-up can be reduced to the question of uniqueness of solutions to the boundary value problem (1.6) with a boundary condition g 0 (∞) = f 0 (∞).
Germain and Rupflin, who studied the boundary value problem (1.6) in [15] , prove that the closer g(∞) is to π/2 the more solutions to (1.6) there are. In the more recent paper [14] it is shown that there are at least two stable expanding self-similar solutions with the same initial data, provided g(∞) is sufficiently close to π/2. For f 0 from Theorem 1.1 one can explicitly compute that |f 0 (∞) − π/2| > 0.56 which is conjecturally large enough to allow for a unique continuation.
Existence of a self-similar solution
The standard approach would be to define δ = f − f 0 and rewrite the equation (1.2) as
. The goal now is to invert the operator L and prove that
is a contraction if δ is small enough. Unfortunately this plan cannot succeed as the operator L contains a very complicated potential V 0 : a nonlinear function of f 0 , which itself is already complicated. Because of the complicated form of the potential, L cannot be inverted explicitly.
The remedy comes in the form of the following trick. Imagine we can construct an operator L, which we can invert explicitly, and we rewrite Eq. (2.1) as
If, in addition, the difference L − L is small in a suitable sense, then the map
turns out to be the right object to apply a contraction mapping principle to, as we can estimate all the objects on the right hand side explicitly. Because solving (2.2) is equivalent to solving (2.1), it is sufficient to find a fixed point of K. At this point, it remains to show that K is a contraction on a suitable closed subset of a Banach space, chosen here as
with · given in Theorem 1.1. The rest of the proof is divided as follows, where we abbreviate
(1) We construct an operator L so that
for c L = 180 and any function α with a finite p 2 α ∞ . In addition, for the constructed operator L, the difference L − L is small (see the estimate in the next point).
with constants c R = 10 −6 , c N = 4 and c L = 4 · 10 −5 . (3) Combining these results we prove that K has a unique fixed point in X. This follows immediately from the estimates from points (1) and (2) and from the contraction mapping principle. Indeed, for all δ, γ ∈ X we have
so K maps back into X, and K is a contraction because
Consequently, by the contraction mapping principle and elementary regularity theory there exists a
But such a δ 0 must also solve (2.1) and thus, f 0 :
Remark 2.1. The main difficulty in the above procedure is to determine the approximate solution f 0 and the operator L such that the constants c R and c L are small enough for K to be a contraction. In contrast, we do not have much influence on the constants c N and c L ; they are the constants of our problem.
Remark 2.2. Because of the complicated form of the approximations f 0 and L, our proof relies on computer algebra and rigorous computer-assisted methods for estimating rational functions (namely the method of interval arithmetic). These methods will be described in detail in the following sections.
2.1. Estimate for the remainder term R( f 0 ). The remainder term is the simplest one to analyze so we shall use it to demonstrate the method of interval arithmetic, which we shall use extensively throughout the paper. We defined the remainder term as
with f 0 given explicitly as
Now we argue that the remainder term, multiplied by the weight p 2 , is a rational function of y (we will need this fact later on to apply the interval arithmetic bounds). The main difficulty lies in convincing oneself that the square root in the definition of g 0 eventually does not show up in the expression p 2 R( f 0 ). Let us start by writing the remainder term in terms of g 0
.
Now, because T 2n+1 (x) = xP n (x 2 ), with P n being some polynomial of order n, we can write the function g 0 as g 0 (y) = y √ 2+y 2 Q(y 2 /(2 + y 2 )) (with some polynomial Q). Consequently, we factored out the square root. It is now straightforward to see that the square root can be eventually factored out of R( f 0 ) in a similar fashion. Going back to the definition of the weight p 2 we obtain the representation
where U and V are polynomials with rational coefficients. As the last step, we compactify the domain to the interval [0, 1] by replacing y ∈ [0, ∞) with x = y 2 /(2 + y 2 ) ∈ [0, 1]. We refrain from writing down the polynomials U and V explicitly as they are of order 44 and 59, respectively, with large integer coefficients.
We now run into the core of the problem: how to estimate such a complicated rational function? Depending on how rigorous we want to be, such an estimate might be straightforward and produced by simply plotting the graph of the function or incredibly difficult if we decide to work on the rational function directly and show the bound explicitly. We decided on an approach that is almost as simple as plotting the function but still rigorous: interval arithmetic.
Interval arithmetic is essentially a way to find bounds on the range of a function on a given interval. Say we are interested in estimating the range of the function f (x) = x − x 2 on an interval x ∈ [0, 1] (naturally, one can do this explicitly but the point is to illustrate the method). In the interval arithmetic approach we first compute the range of x, which is [0, 1], then we compute the range of −x 2 , which is [−1, 0]. Now the key observation is that the range of a sum has to be contained in the sum of the ranges (defined as
Indeed, one finds that the exact range of the function f
One can define the remaining operations on intervals as follows.
(here we assume that the intervals on the left hand side are nonempty, so that a ≤ b and c ≤ d). Moreover, the operations mixing intervals and real numbers can be included by interpreting a ∈ R as [a, a].
It is straightforward to check that these definitions lead to the following statement. There are, however, some pitfalls one should be aware of when using interval arithmetic. The first problem (also called the dependency problem) is that the resulting bound strongly depends on the algebraic form of the expression.
which is closer to the optimal estimate. For a comprehensive summary of these and other aspects of interval arithmetic methods, the reader is referred to [23] or [24] .
We remove the ambiguity coming from the dependency problem by writing each rational function R, which we want to estimate on the domain x ∈ [0, 1], in so-called Bernstein form
This representation is unique provided the fraction is reduced. The Bernstein form seems to improve the estimates coming from interval arithmetic (note that writing f (x) from our example as x(1−x) is actually rewriting it in Bernstein form). Another benefit of the Bernstein form is that it is trivial to see if the denominator of R is strictly positive by simply checking if all the coefficients b j are nonnegative (still, at least one has to be positive).
Then, we mince the domain of our function by bisecting each interval [a, b], for which the interval R([a, b]) turned out to be too broad, and then we take a union of the resulting estimates. Specifically, we rewrite the offending interval as
Unfortunately, the rational functions we are dealing with are too complex and the number of subintervals too large to perform all the computations by hand or even explicitly include them in this paper. However, by following the procedure just explained, it is straightforward to verify our claims using any suitable software package. In addition, there exists an on-line supplement to this article which consists of a Mathematica Notebook that contains all the computations. Also, having discussed the method in detail here, in the rest of this paper we shall use the interval arithmetic freely.
Running the described algorithm we get
2.2.
Estimates for the nonlinear term N (δ). The nonlinear term N (δ) was defined as
This leads to
3 1 y 2 |p 1 δ| and now, according to the previous section, interval arithmetic provides the following bound on the first term,
while the second term can be bounded explicitly using the definitions of the weights p 1 , p 2 and p 3 ,
In summary, we obtain
A similar reformulation can be carried out for the difference
Given the new form of the difference we can apply essentially the same estimates as for the term N (δ) leading to
and then, again using (2.4) and (2.5), to
But for δ, γ ∈ X we have δ + γ ≤ 2 · 5 · 10 −4 so
2.3.
The approximate operator L. We can write an inverse of L as
with the Green's function defined as 
Naturally, these fundamental solutions are unknown in closed form. Assume though, that we can find a pair of approximate solutions w 0 ≈ w 0 and w 1 ≈ w 1 with the same boundary conditions as the exact solutions. Then the solutions ( w 0 , w 1 ) uniquely determine an operator L = L + P ∂ y + Q by demanding that
Under such conditions, the coefficients P and Q are given by
With w 0 and w 1 known explicitly, the operator L has a closed form Green's function
Now let us compute a robust, even if slightly inefficient, estimate on c L . For that we are going to need the free part L 0 of the operator L, defined as
which is simply L without the potential term V 0 . Let us denote the corresponding free Green's function by
where v 0 and v 1 are fundamental solutions of L 0 with the same boundary behavior as w 0 and w 1 (condition (2.6)). In fact, these solutions are known explicitly,
where D + is the Dawson integral
It is not hard to see that v 0 , v 1 > 0 on (0, ∞) and the Wrońskian is simply
Now we are ready to take a closer look at the inverse of L. We start by rewriting
For convenience let us denote the ratio G/G 0 as
Taking the L ∞ (0, ∞) norm of (2.9), and pulling some terms out of the integral, we get
where we abbreviate H ∞ := sup x,y>0 |H(x, y)|. In the last equality we dropped the absolute value using the positivity of G 0 . By our choice of the weights p 1 and p 2 (this is actually their defining property), we have L 0
hence,
Similarly, for the derivative we have
where
To estimate the above integral, we start with the following trick: we first take a derivative of (2.10) after dividing it by p 1 to get
(2.12)
The formula on the right above is, in fact, the defining property of the weight p 3 . Unfortunately we cannot use the elegant formula (2.12) directly, as we did with (2.10), because ∂ y G 0 (x, y) changes sign on the diagonal {(x, y) : x = y}. Indeed, if we go back to the definitions of fundamental solutions we see that v ′ 0 (y) = 12e y 2 /4 y −3 (y/2 − D + (y/2)) is positive whereas v ′ 1 (y) = −4/y 3 is negative. Consequently, we cannot remove the absolute value in the estimate
Thus, we have to take a brief detour to deal with the integral
Luckily, this integral can be computed explicitly. To see this, we use the definition (2.7) of the Green's function to split (2.13) into two integrals
Above we also used the fact that v 0 , v ′ 0 and v 1 , as well as the weights p 2 and p 3 , are all nonnegative and that v ′ 1 is negative. The integral I 1 (y) can be computed explicitly,
By definition, p 3 (y) = (2 + y 2 ) 3/2 /(2 √ 2) and thus, we arrive at the final formula
4 v 0 (y). In the last equality we used the definition of v 0 to replace D + with v 0 .
To compute I 0 , we go back to (2.12) and observe that
Consequently, I 0 (y) = I 1 (y) − 1 and thus,
This yields
and thus,
To estimate H ∞ , we write
At this point it remains to pick a particular pair ( w 0 , w 1 ), approximating (w 0 , w 1 ), which leads to satisfactory estimates on L − L (see section 2.4 below). Our numerically inspired guess is
(w 0 ) n T 2n y y 2 + 4 (2.14)
with the coefficients (w 0 ) n and (w 1 ) n presented in Tables B.2 
These two conditions ensure that w 1 has the correct endpoint behavior. Both coefficients (w 1 ) 36 and (w 1 ) 37 contribute only a correction of order 10 −12 to the whole sum. We have h j ∞ ≤ 1.01 for j = 0, 1 (see the appendix), so
The contents of the norm on the right hand side is a function of a single variable and thus it can be easily estimated by the method of interval arithmetic. After performing the computations we arrive at
The function H 1 can be estimated in a similar fashion. Indeed, we have
x < y.
14 Again, by interval arithmetic, we show that w ′ j /v ′ j ∞ ≤ 1.01 for j = 0, 1 and then the same estimate as for H ∞ follows,
Putting everything together, we arrive at
2.4. Linear part and the constant c L . We have already constructed the operator L and its inverse, now it remains to show that the difference L−L is small. To this end we estimate
where Q and P were given in the previous section as
with w 0 and w 1 defined in (2.14) and (2.15), respectively. Note that (2.16) implies
so it is enough to estimate each of the two terms in the big parenthesis. With the help of interval arithmetic we find that they obey
Linear stability of f 0
In this section we prove that f 0 is linearly stable, apart from the gauge mode, in the sense that the self-adjoint operator A 0 , defined in (1.5), has no eigenvalues in the interval (−∞, 0] other then λ 0 = −1. We divide the proof into two steps. First, we prove that W 0 , defined as the solution of the initial value problem
with λ = 0, has exactly one zero on (0, ∞) (note that W 0 coincides with the fundamental solution w 0 up to normalization). Then, we prove that W λ 0 (y) := yf ′ 0 (y) is an eigenfunction of A 0 to the eigenvalue λ 0 = −1. Finally, we apply the Sturm oscillation theorem, which relates the number of zeros of W 0 on (0, ∞) to the number of eigenvalues below zero. Since W 0 has exactly one zero, there is only a single eigenvalue below zero. But this must be the eigenvalue λ 0 = −1 to the gauge mode W λ 0 .
Counting the zeros.
Lemma 3.1. The solution W 0 of the initial value problem (3.1) with λ = 0 has exactly one zero in (0, ∞). Moreover, q(y) := W 0 (y)/y is negative and decreasing for y ≥ 3.
Proof. Let us note that the differential eqation for W 0 can be written in terms of q as
From the structure of the above equation one immediately notices that, if q(y) < 0 and q ′ (y) < 0 for some y ≥ 3, then q ′′ (y) < 0. Consequently, if q(3) < 0 and q ′ (3) < 0, it follows that
The second observation is that if q(0) > 0, q(3) < 0 and q ′ (y) < 0 for all y ∈ [0, 3] then the function q has exactly one zero in [0, 3] . In combination with (3.2) this implies that q has exactly one zero in [0, ∞) and thus, W 0 has exactly one zero in (0, ∞). We shall now show that these preconditions do indeed occur for q.
First let us denote δ 0 := W 0 − w 0 , where w 0 is the approximation to w 0 introduced in the previous section. Rewriting (3.1) for δ 0 we have
with the same initial condition. Note that one could easily normalize w ′ 0 (0) to one but this is not necessary for our line of reasoning. Eq. (3.3) can be treated with the machinery from the previous sections. However, before we proceed we need one more technical modification.
The main difference between (3.3) and (2.2) is that the source term −L w 0 in (3.3) is unbounded and grows exponentially as y → ∞ and we are therefore unable to apply the estimates on L −1 from the previous section directly. To fix this issue we regularize the source term −L w 0 outside of [0, 3] by multiplying it with the indicator function
Let us now consider the solution δ 0 to the ad-hoc regularized boundary value problem
For the sake of the argument we will assume that the problem (3.4) can actually be solved (we prove this explicitly in the next paragraph). With the solution δ 0 at hand, we define a
, where we postpone the verification that c 0 is finite for the sake of clarity. By construction, W 0 solves the initial value problem . But the expression c 0 ( w 0 + δ 0 ) is actually semi-explicit: we know w 0 explicitly and we will show that δ 0 is small, which leads to precise pointwise bounds on W 0 . To show that there exists a solution δ 0 , we proceed as in the previous sections: we solve Eq. (3.4) with a fixed point argument applied to the map
acting on the ball
Before we move on, let us take a closer look at the term −χL w 0 . We constructed w 0 so that L w 0 = 0, thus
Using this identity we infer
where c w 0 is a bound on the supremum, yet to be computed, and we made use of c P = c Q = c L /2 (cf. section 2.4). From this bound we immediately infer
for all δ, γ ∈ Y , where c L c L = 0.0072 < 1. The only new estimate in (3.6) is the one for c w 0 , but it can be readily computed using interval arithmetic. We have
so that
We conclude that the map J maps Y into itself, 
Consequently, by our earlier result (3.2), q has no zeros in [3, ∞), nor has W 0 . At the same time the interval arithmetic (with W 0 replaced by w 0 according to the bounds (3.8)) reveals that
which, in combination with q(3) < 0, means that q traverses zero exactly once on (0, ∞), and so does W 0 .
Applying the Sturm oscillation to
Lemma 3.2. The operator A 0 has no eigenvalue at λ = 0.
Proof. We will show that W 0 / ∈ H and thus, W 0 is not an eigenfunction. The two possible behaviors of W 0 (y) when y → ∞ are W 0 (y) = −1 + O(y −2 ) or W 0 (y) = y −1 e y 2 /4 (1 + O(y −2 )) (both are up to normalization). Only the first, recessive, behavior leads to
, so q ′ (y) > 0 for sufficiently large y. But this is a contradiction to q(y) < 0 and q ′ (y) < 0 for y ≥ 3 from Lemma 3.1. Thus, W 0 grows exponentially and λ = 0 is not an eigenvalue. lies in H and solves the differential equation A 0 W λ 0 = λ 0 W λ 0 . Therefore, W λ 0 is an eigenfunction of A 0 to the eigenvalue λ 0 = −1. Moreover, from Theorem 1.1 we know that f 0 is close to its approximation f 0 in the sense that
By applying this bound to the definition of W λ 0 we get
The right hand side can be written explicitly in the form
with N, K = 59 and all a n , b k > 0, ultimately yielding
At this point, the proof of Theorem 1.6 reduces to an application of Sturm comparison and oscillation theorems. The comparison theorem is as follows.
Lemma 3.4. Let W λ be the unique solution of the initial value problem
Proof. We follow the proof in [25] , Theorem 2.6.3. The case λ = −1 is handled by Lemma 3.3, so assume λ < λ 0 := −1. From Lemma 3.3 we know that W λ 0 > 0 on (0, ∞). Thus, W λ /W λ 0 is well-defined and a straightforward computation reveals the Picone identity
with ρ(y) = y 2 e −y 2 /4 . Now assume that the statement is wrong and y 0 > 0 is the first zero of W λ in (0, ∞). Integrating the Picone identity from 0 to y 0 yields 0 = (λ 0 − λ)
where we have used ρ(0) = W λ (y 0 ) = 0. Consequently, since λ 0 − λ > 0, we infer W λ (y) = 0 for all y ∈ [0, y 0 ], which implies that W λ is the trivial solution, a contradiction.
Now the proof of Theorem 1.6 is readily completed by invoking Theorem 1.2 from [21] 4 , which states that in the interval [λ, 0), λ ≤ −1, there are exactly as many eigenvalues as there are zeros of W 0 minus the zeros of W λ , that is, 1 − 0 = 1. Consequently, there is exactly one eigenvalue in each interval [λ, 0) for any λ ≤ −1. This single eigenvalue has to be λ 0 = −1 from Lemma 3.3. Furthermore, we have already proved that W 0 is not an eigenfunction, so the only eigenvalue in (−∞, 0] is λ 0 = −1.
3.3.
Proof of Proposition 1.3. The proof is an extended version of an argument given in [3] . We write the equation (1.2) as 1 ρ (ρf ′ ) ′ = S 1 , S 1 (y) = sin(2f (y)) y 2 (3.9)
Differentiating (3.9) k − 1 times we get
We then use the identity
to obtain a differential equation for f ′′ , which reads By repeating this procedure, we find a differential equation for the k-th derivative of f , It is easy to see that any derivative of f will grow at most algebraically at infinity (this follows directly from (3.9) and its derivatives); at the same time ρ(y) = y 2 e − y 2 4 decays exponentially at infinity so the limit on the left hand side is zero and the integral on the right hand side of (3.10) converges. We thus end up with
Assume now that |f (n) (y)| y −2−n for any n = 1, . . . k − 1. Then it is easy to see that |S k (y)| ≤ C k−1 y −1−k for some constant C k−1 > 0 because, in the leading order, S k consists of terms of the form f (k−1) (y) and y −1−k sin(2f (y)). In turn, this implies Consequently, the claim |f (k) (y)| ≤ C k y −2−k for all k ∈ N follows inductively. The statement f (2k) (0) = 0 for all k ∈ N 0 follows essentially from the reflection symmetry of Eq. (1.2) under y → −y and is easily proved inductively; we omit the details. This means that finding v 0 such that ε is small in the sense of (A.4) can be directly translated to a pointwise bound on v 0 . As for the estimate on the derivative v 
